TRANSFERABLE SERVICE BODIES

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

70-0023
RAM 1500 (2002-2018)
RAM 2500/3500 (2003-2019)

Watch The Video

TOOLS REQUIRED FOR INSTALLATION
Below are the tools required for the installation of your SpaceKap, Please note that lifting by the roof is not recommended and
that the load bars are the preferred method. Scan the QR code on the cover to watch the video.

Forklift with 8’ forks

Lifting bars to be used with a
forklift and 8’ forks

Drill or ratchet with
a 3/4 socket
& an 8mm socket

Wire Cutters/Crimpers

Wire Skinners

Electrical Tape
(heat shrink can also be used)
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A voltmeter (test light
will work also)

Wire connectors

PIECES REQUIRED FOR INSTALLATION
Please ensure the part number on the box matches the one at the bottom corner of each page and also that the parts in the diagram
below are all there prior to beginning. Please note that the pieces are identified with a symbol in order to easily differentiate the
pieces from the various kits (symbol is at the bottom of each page). If you are missing a piece or have the wrong kit, please contact
support@spacekap.com with the serial number located inside, driver side at the rear on a red plate.

6’4” TRUCK

8’ TRUCK
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STEP 1
Remove the tailgate on the truck by first unplugging the factory OEM camera if equipped.

STEP 2
Remove the bedliner if one is in the truck and clean any debris from the truck bed. SpaceKaps can be installed on a spray in liner.

STEP 3
Start by wiring the 4 pin harness to the truck, the 4 wires in the harness are as follows:
Brown = Positive/Power, provides power to the interior lights and the
e-lock system.
White = Negative/Ground
Red = Brake Light
Orange (not seen in picture) = Spare Wire used for auxillary options.
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STEP 4
Wire the e-lock to the trucks respective trigger wires. Please note that the 4 pin harness needs to be wired and plugged in in order
for the SpaceKap actuators to work.

Blue = Lock
Green = Unlock

STEP 5
Test the interior lights and the brake light prior to continuing either by plugging in the SpaceKap or with a test light, we have
made available on our website the location that the proper connections can be made. https://www.spacekap.com/technicaldocumentations/
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STEP 6
Place the channels below in the grooves (lowest part) of the bed of the truck. The pieces at the front, towards the cab have a flat
surface with a foam tape and need to rest againt the front wall.

STEP 7
Matching up the grooves, place the crossmembers on the channels ensuring they are sitting properly.
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STEP 8 (6’4” only)
Attach the two pieces below using the supplied nuts and bolts at the rear. These pieces will butt up against the edge of the truck bed.

STEP 9
Place the rear crossmember with the rubber bumpers ensuring it is sitting in the grooves.

6’4” TRUCK

8’ TRUCK
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STEP 10
Finalize the kit by securing the plates to the crossmembers using the supplied screws. Note that the 8’ model uses an additional
piece in the middle.

6’4” TRUCK

8’ TRUCK
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STEP 11
Ensure that the four tie-downs are adjusted to the right position. Please note that front and rear may have different settings,

#1

#2

#3

6’4”

8’

FRONT

#2

#2

REAR

#2

#2

STEP 12
Using load bars and your fork lift with 8’ forks, carefully lift the SapceKap into position over the bed of the truck. Prior to lowering
your SpaceKap, connect the quick connect plugs and validate that the interior lights, brake light, electric door locks and back-up
camera if equipped are working.
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STEP 13
Lower the SpaceKap onto the kit making sure the rear bottom edge of the unit comes in contact with the two rubber bumpers.

*8’ model shown

STEP 14
Put the tie downs back in place on the four corners. You should not be able to push the tie-down all the way in by hand, if you can
then contact our support team, if your tie-down is like the pictures on the right, continue by using the supplied washers and the
3/4” nut. Tighten to secure you’re SpaceKap. You’re DONE!!! Congratulations.
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NOTES
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